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ABSTRACT

The bill of lading has been a staple of the maritime shipping industry for centuries. Its evolution to facilitate three core functions was slow and arduous, with little change in the bill of lading’s form and function ever since. The advances in electronic communication brought the prospect of electronic alternatives; however, the concept never succeeded, plagued with issues of excessive costs, trust and privacy concerns from industry participants and a lack of global legal recognition of the extension of the bill of lading to an electronic equivalent. However, the advent of blockchain technology has brought with it the prospect of blockchain bills of lading overcoming the problems of the past. This article argues that despite the promise of the technology, the global adoption of blockchain bills of lading is not guaranteed. It first addresses the lack of a universal legal framework, be it via uniform domestic laws or an international instrument, and evaluates the UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Transferable Records as an imperfect but necessary solution. It also highlights that the technology’s commercial scalability is dependent on establishing a broad global network of industry participants, which in turn requires overcoming issues of trust in the technology and amongst industry competitors, and improving the accessibility of and interoperability between the current siloed blockchain solutions. These obstacles can arguably be overcome, but it requires addressing both the legal and non-legal issues simultaneously rather than linearly. This would also require unprecedented coordination between key industry stakeholders and public organisations at the domestic, regional and international levels.
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INTRODUCTION

COVID-19 has overtly affected our lives in many direct and indirect ways, including through its impact on international trade. Whilst consumers order more goods from the comfort of their own homes, workers in the maritime trade industry follow strict COVID-safe protocols or stay home if they or a co-worker have been infected at the workplace, placing an extraordinary strain on the global trade network. Amongst other pandemic-induced shipping issues, receivers wait for their paper bill of lading (BoL) to arrive, which must be presented to the carrier to release and deliver the goods to the intended receiver. This has exacerbated the problem of containers remaining stuck at ports, terminals, depots and warehouses, with ships forced to anchor outside of ports for days and weeks.¹ Consequently, shipping liners, ports and other operators of key shipping infrastructure have endured a significant rise in costs, amounting to hundreds of thousands of dollars for shipping liners for every day of delay; each day a ship is stranded waiting to enter a port reportedly costs an average AUD150,000.² Naturally, rising costs have been passed on to consumers and are contributing to unprecedented price inflation for freighting goods; freight rates have risen by up to 900% on some shipping lanes compared to the end of
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The logistical complications behind these consequences ostensibly appear to be unique to the pandemic; the reality is that the pandemic has merely brought to the fore problems with paper BoLs that have existed in the industry for decades.

As explained in Part I of this article, the industry has theorised that the digital revolution would bring with it the opportunity to finally move away from paper BoLs towards more instant and efficient electronic BoLs. Whilst many attempts have been made, all previous efforts have failed to make even a small impact in the industry: only 0.1% of all BoLs are currently issued electronically. However, the birth of blockchain technology in 2009 has brought with it a newfound excitement and confidence that it could fulfil the legal and practical requirements of an electronic BoL.

Blockchain has the potential to revolutionise not just the BoL but also the carriage of goods by sea more broadly. However, it faces many of the same, and some completely new, obstacles to becoming a global, industry-wide solution. At the core of this article, Part II will outline the mixture of legal, technical, and behavioural obstacles that could inhibit the acceptance and integration of blockchain technology on a global scale. In doing so, two observations will emerge. First, the obstacles to a widespread adoption of electronic BoLs, particularly through a blockchain system, are multifaceted and involve more than just mere legal discrepancies or a lack of unification. Second, current
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problem-solving efforts tend to be fragmented, consistent with the dynamics of
the industry itself, and are detrimental to the success of blockchain BoLs.

There is no easy solution to the obstacles faced. Nevertheless, Part III
provides some broad guidance on how best to overcome them. Specifically, this
article calls for a global alliance between all industry stakeholders and an
approach that deals with the identified prohibitive obstacles simultaneously and
dynamically. Given the sheer scale of the project of a global blockchain BoL
network and the number and breadth of industry participants globally, such an
approach would be unlike anything seen before and would go beyond the
initiatives recently introduced by some leading industry participants.

I. EVOLUTION OF THE BILL OF LADING
A) Paper bills of lading

The paper BoL is the essential legal document of international maritime
shipping that allows the shipper, carrier and receiver (as well as other satellite
parties, such as banks) to verify who and what goods are involved in shipment,
thereby establishing trust between all parties despite their often transient
relationship and geographical distance.\(^5\) Without it, a conflict of interests and
mistrust would prevail between receivers and shippers trading from a distance:
shippers want to be paid before relinquishing control of the goods, given
concerns of receiver insolvency, failure to pay or fraud; receivers wish to delay
payment for cash flow purposes and to ensure that the goods comply with
agreed specifications despite the inability for a personal pre-shipment
inspection.\(^6\)
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The modern-day BoL developed from centuries of mercantile practice aiming to overcome this conflict, culminating in its three core functions. First, the BoL is a receipt of cargo, evidencing the quantity, quality and condition of the goods shipped, and the date of loading and shipment, among other details. Second, the BoL evidences the contract of carriage by reproducing its terms. The BoL’s third and most prized function is as a document of title. The BoL embodies certain rights in the shipped goods. At a minimum, whoever has physical possession of the BoL has symbolic or ‘constructive possession’ of the goods (whilst inaccessible) mid-shipment. The BoL holder has an exclusive right to control the goods through the carrier and accept delivery at the port of dispatch. Transferable or negotiable BoLs, one of the most common types of BoLs, allow the shipper to pass these rights by indorsing and delivering the BoL to the receiver. This function is necessary given the physical inaccessibility of the goods mid-shipment.
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8 Pejović (n 5) 43; Anthon Rogers, Jason Chuah and Martin Dockray, Cases and Materials on the Carriage of Goods by Sea (5th edn, Routledge 2020) 290.
9 Pejović (n 5) 71–72; Rogers, Chuah and Dockray (n 8) 245–46.
10 Pejović (n 5) 112; Rogers, Chuah and Dockray (n 8) 303–4.
12 Pejović (n 5) 126; Rogers, Chuah and Dockray (n 8) 303. The BoL holder has been famously described to be holding the keys to a floating warehouse: Sanders Bros v Maclean & Co (1883) 11 QB 327, 341 (Bowen LJ).
13 ‘Negotiable’, a legal term of art that means giving the transferee a better title than the transferor has, is understood by mercantile practice to mean merely ‘transferable’ in relation to a Bill of lading: Kum v Wah Tat Bank [1971] AC 439, 446 (Lord Devlin).
15 Pejović (n 5) 117–19; Sir Bernard Eder and others, Scrutton on Charterparties and Bills of Lading (23rd edn, Sweet & Maxwell 2015) 218. The BoL must indicate that the specified goods be deliverable to ‘the order or assigns’ of the shipper: Lickbarrow v Mason [1794] 5 Term Rep 683, 685.
This third function facilitates four significant advantages. First, it ensures that the receiver, when holding the paper BoL, is the only person that can accept delivery of the shipped goods described on the BoL, giving them confidence and assurance needed to pay the shipper. Secondly, and relatedly, the paper BoL is security for the shipper, who can leverage BoL possession to demand payment or otherwise retain it to collect or resell the goods, albeit to their great inconvenience and expense. Collectively, this ‘cash against documents’ system prompts the concurrent performance of the shipper and receiver’s obligations under the sales contract. Trust is bolstered by the BoL’s third advantage of serving as security for a bank providing documentary credit. Banks act as an intermediary to the transaction, paying the shipper in place of the buyer immediately upon the seller’s endorsement and presentation of the BoL to the bank and been delivering the documents to the receiver in exchange for payment. It is the paper BoL’s role in documentary credit that has solidified its place in maritime commerce. Finally, the paper BoL’s third function allows for the mid-shipment resale of goods, often pursued to reduce price risk and augment the profitability of international trade, especially for bulk commodities cargo like oil.

Despite the centrality of BoLs in international maritime trade, their paper form is becoming increasingly problematic. For one, the expense, effort and time required to prepare, process and administer a paper BoL are immense. A World Economic Forum report and a 2014 test shipment by IBM and Maersk reveal how processing trade documents can account for up to 20% of physical
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transportation costs.²¹ Piles of paper documents need to be generated and distributed to dozens of participants,²² who share data ineffectively, with documents often processed manually.²³ These problems are exacerbated if goods are resold multiple times mid-shipment.²⁴ Errors and lost documents are also common, requiring the reproduction and redistribution of documents: a 2014 IBM–Maersk investigation saw 30 participants process documents with over 200 interactions and communications for just one shipment, resulting in 10 of their 34 days of travel spent waiting for missing documents.²⁵ Time spent idly waiting to enter port costs the international shipping industry billions of dollars


each year in wasted fuel alone, to not mention the opportunity cost of delayed or missed future freights and lost arbitrage opportunities for the final receivers.

Paper BoLs are also prone to fraud, such as parties duplicating documents to claim the goods or to sell them, or alternatively using fraudulent trade documents to seek finance. This is exacerbated by the outdated practice of sending multiple BoLs in case one does not complete the journey to the buyer. For example, an Australian case found that a freight forwarder had engaged in misleading and deceptive conduct for representing that the issued house BoLs were the original negotiable bills; the original bills had already been issued and used to release the shipment of sheep skins in China. This prevented the financing company in possession of the second set of bills (issued by the freight forwarder on behalf of the shipper) from claiming the goods when the shipper defaulted on their loan. Such a case is not unusual, with non-vessel owning common carriers (NVOCCs) accounting for over 95% of all improperly issued BoLs, sometimes through neglectful error but often with the intention of defrauding the commercial financial system to seek multiple financing or to launder money, among other reasons. Anecdotal reports indicate that fraudulent uses of BoLs are not uncommon and notably have been of increasing
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concern in Asia,\textsuperscript{33} prompting industry participants to reconsider the use of electronic BoLs.

Lastly, the assumption that the paper BoL arrives before the cargo no longer holds true, especially for shorter routes. Engineering advancements mean that ships travel increasingly faster on their routes whilst documentation transporting and processing speeds have remained unchanged,\textsuperscript{34} if not slower given more extensive paper trails: an average trade finance deal for a single commodities cargo by sea can require processing up to 36 original documents and 240 copies by as many as 27 different pairs of hands.\textsuperscript{35} This timing reversal is especially true if goods are subject to multiple resales mid-shipment that involve multiple financing banks.\textsuperscript{36} Consequently, carriers are left with the unsavoury choice of paying for storage at the port of destination; keeping the goods on ship at the port, incurring demurrage costs and potentially missing their next scheduled shipment; or suffering penalties and forgoing insurance for releasing the goods without an original paper BoL.\textsuperscript{37} Meanwhile, buyers bear the risk of their goods perishing or market prices falling whilst waiting for delivery of the paper BoL.

\textbf{B) Electronic bills of lading}

Many industry players envisaged that computing innovations would allow electronic BoLs to resolve the problems of paper BoLs. An electronic system allows for the instantaneous transfer of BoLs, cutting costs and reducing delays, whilst potentially increasing security and reducing human error and fraud, as
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\textsuperscript{36} Todd, \textit{Bills of Lading and Bankers’ Documentary Credits} (n 6) 86.

\textsuperscript{37} Wilson (n 16) 157; Todd, \textit{Bills of Lading and Bankers’ Documentary Credits} (n 6) 87–88.
well as facilitating innovative features like shipment tracing. Indeed, the United Nations estimates a 44% reduction in export times, a 31% lowering of export costs and a USD257 billion boost to global exports if the Asia-Pacific region alone moves all trade-related paperwork online.

In pursuit of these advantages, several electronic platforms have been set up over the past three decades, most notably SeaDocs, BOLERO and essDOCS. Nonetheless, despite everything that electronic BoL systems have promised, they have all failed to promote the use of electronic BoLs: as highlighted, only 0.1% of all BoLs today are issued electronically. Whilst each system had their own idiosyncratic design and flaws, several similar issues were evident. For one, platforms were typically designed as a central registry, operated by a third party that recorded and stored all transactions and administered the transfer of control over electronic documents. However, a central registry created a single point of failure, leaving platforms prone to cyberattacks and system failures. Furthermore, participants did not trust a central intermediary perceived to be serving their own interests. Traders were also unwilling to record information in a central registry viewable by their competitors or government agencies.

Platforms generally operated as private ‘clubs’: participants had to meet set criteria to register and use them, and electronic BoLs could only be exchanged

39 ‘Thinking Outside the Box’ The Economist (London, 26 April 2018) 18–19.
41 Digital Container Shipping Association (n 4) 5.
42 Chambers (n 1). For example, the case of MSC Mediterranean Shipping Company v Glencore International, whilst not strictly regarding a central registry system, involved the hacking of a computer system containing pin codes that were sent to the receiver to accept shipment: MSC Mediterranean Shipping Company SA v Glencore International AG [2017] EWCA 365 (Civ) [72]–[77].
43 See Laryea (n 40) 79–83.
between parties on the same platform. Confinement to one platform proved detrimental to most systems, as the benefits could only be realised if a significant portion of the industry was on the same network.\(^{45}\) Registration was an obstacle and deterrent for industry participants.\(^{46}\) Transacting with non-registered parties was difficult, generally requiring conversion of the electronic BoL to a paper BoL, which eradicated the benefits of digitalisation whilst still risking non-recognition from courts.\(^{47}\)

Most importantly, electronic BoLs were not seen in law or practice as ‘functionally equivalent’ to paper BoLs.\(^{48}\) It has been notoriously difficult to digitalise the three core functions of a paper BoL, especially the document of title function, which was developed on the premise of transporting and holding a physical document. Most domestic law jurisdictions and the body of international law are yet to recognise electronic BoLs as functionally equivalent to paper BoLs. Former electronic BoL platforms attempted to overcome this through the use of contract law, requiring all participants to sign a multi-party contract (subject to an established legal system, typically English law) that included clauses affirming party recognition of the electronic BoL’s functional equivalence.\(^{49}\) Such contracts relied on the common law concepts of novation\(^{50}\) and attornment\(^{51}\) to facilitate electronic BoL transferability and constructive possession of the cargo.\(^{52}\) Nevertheless, the platform designs and contractual system imperfectly replicated the paper BoL’s three functions, with the contractual system notably abstracting the relationship between the shipper,
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\(^{50}\) This involves the replacement of one party to the contract of carriage with another, effectively transferring the contractual relationship.

\(^{51}\) This involves the transfer of the possessory rights to the cargo that underlie the BoL.

carrier and receiver. As a result, there was a general lack of trust and confidence in these platforms and their ability to uphold the rights of both shipping industry participants and third parties interacting with the BoL, such as banks.

C) Blockchain bills of lading

Whilst Satoshi Nakamoto’s groundbreaking white paper first materialised as Bitcoin and spurred the creation of other cryptocurrencies, blockchain’s reliance on cryptographic proofs, removing the need for ‘trusted’ third parties, has inspired application to a wide range of industries. Notably, international shipping participants and non-industry innovators saw the potential for blockchain BoLs to resolve the problems of the former electronic platforms and make blockchain BoLs a viable alternative to paper BoLs.

There are several carriers and third-party developers that have released their own blockchain BoL platforms, including TradeLens, Global Shipping Business Network, CargoX and Wave BL. More platforms continue to be developed, including most recently the International Port Community System Association’s Blockchain Bill of Lading project. Whilst details of the underlying blockchain technology for each platform are scant, they all appear to be built as proof-of-work blockchains; it is nonetheless possible that future
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57 TradeLens (Website) <www.tradelens.com> accessed 1 November 2021.
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developed blockchain BoL platforms will use proof-of-stake consensus mechanisms.\textsuperscript{62}

An electronic BoL transfer between a shipper and receiver is recorded as a ‘block’. This transaction is not processed until verified by computer ‘nodes’, creating a unique ‘hash’ digit that corresponds to the transaction, which is also timestamped. Transaction records are then added to each node’s ledger, establishing multiple verifiable copies of the transaction record. As these proofs are distributed among many nodes, the data recording the transaction can only be appended, and cannot be deleted or amended.\textsuperscript{63} The carrier is paid according to the carriage contract, and the shipper receives a unique token representing the electronic BoL, granting them exclusive control; the shipper can transfer the token to receivers, banks or other parties as required. Each new transaction is recorded as a new block ‘chained’ to all previous blocks, producing a complete, immutable record of transactions.\textsuperscript{64} Private and public keys are used by both transacting parties to sign the unique identifying hash of the new block and authenticate each transferrer’s identification.\textsuperscript{65} Collectively, this ensures that no one token is accidentally or fraudulently ‘double-spent’ by multiple persons. The carrier delivers the goods to the receiver with a public key matching that of the last block.\textsuperscript{66} It is this decentralised verification infrastructure, unique to blockchain technology, that finally achieves functional equivalence and, most importantly, digitalises the document of title function.

The benefits of blockchain BoLs mirror the promised benefits of electronic BoLs. Most prominently, because documents can be sent to the receiver in minutes rather than days or weeks, blockchain BoL trials have


\textsuperscript{63} Herd (n 5) 309.

\textsuperscript{64} ibid.

\textsuperscript{65} Nakamoto (n 55) 2.

\textsuperscript{66} Herd (n 5) 309–10.
already seen significant cost and time savings.\textsuperscript{67} The transaction verification completed by the blockchain nodes and the immutable nature of the recorded transactions ensures the authenticity and integrity of recorded transactions whilst making accidental or malicious tampering almost impossible.\textsuperscript{68} The technology also has the potential to revolutionise other aspects of maritime shipping complementary to the BoL, such as tracking shipments, monitoring the condition and environment of the shipped goods and executing smart contracts.\textsuperscript{69}

II. OBSTACLES TO UNIVERSAL ADOPTION OF BLOCKCHAIN BILLS OF LADING

Despite the promise of blockchain BoLs, the technology and its application to international shipping logistics are still in their infancy, with many platforms still in the process of, or just concluding, the proof-of-concept and trial stages. Whilst the benefits are clear, blockchain is yet another technology attempting to resolve the problems with paper BoLs. Several significant


obstacles are forced to use of the technology by the majority of the industry as a substitute for paper BoLS. These need to be acknowledged and addressed as soon as possible if the goal of an electronic BoL is to become a reality; otherwise, blockchain BoLS face the same fate as its predecessors. This article examines what are considered to be the most prohibitive obstacles: the lack of an international legal framework, the lack of interoperability between platforms and other technical issues, and issues with trust and perceptions of commercial viability.

A) Lack of a universal legal framework

From a technological standpoint, blockchain satisfactorily replicates the three BoL functions. However, industry participants also need reassurance that the law will recognise and enforce blockchain BoLS and the underlying rights and obligations associated with its functional equivalence. Whilst there is greater confidence that legal systems can and will recognise the functions of receipt of goods and evidence of contract, legal recognition of the document of title and negotiability function remains in significant doubt. This is particularly because the document of title function, as encoded around the world, is based on the notion of physically possessing and sending a tangible paper document. An electronic ‘document’ naturally cannot be physically ‘possessed’ as a tangible paper BoL can; it can merely be ‘exclusively controlled’ through some electronic system, running counter to centuries of law and mercantile practice.

Historically, legal systems around the world, especially in key maritime jurisdictions such as the United Kingdom, have not recognised electronic BoLS as equivalent to paper BoLS. In addition, reliance on contract law as a workaround has proven problematic. For one, parties remain uncertain that courts globally will universally uphold the contractual terms that declare functional equivalence. Relatedly, the legal standing of third parties involved, such as banks using the blockchain BoL as collateral, is unknown, contributing to their reluctance to engage with blockchain BoLS. Contracts also constitute another form of the private ‘club’ problem: non-members of an electronic BoL
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70 See e.g. Laryea (n 40) 61–63, 72–73; Wilson (n 16) 166. See also Goldby, Electronic Documents in Maritime Trade: Law and Practice (n 40) para 2.08. But see Pejović (n 5) 239.
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73 ibid 223; Goldby, Electronic Documents in Maritime Trade: Law and Practice (n 40) para 6.128.
platform ‘club’ may disagree with the agreed terms used within the club’s contracts, leading to disputes or a refusal by non-members to trade altogether with members. This has been a major obstacle to the growth of electronic BoLs of the past.

Multi-party contracts are therefore impractical, legally uncertain and are overall a poor substitute for a globally uniform legal framework. However, blockchain BoL solutions continue to rely on multi-party contracts given the stagnant state of the law. Legal systems around the world will need to collectively change to accommodate blockchain BoLs if they are to become a viable solution. The origins of such change could be rooted at either the domestic level or the international level. The pros and cons of each are explored below.

**Domestic law solutions**

Focusing on changing domestic laws seems an ideal starting point: whilst the legal principles of BoLs are, at their simplest, universal, they are formalised via the domestic laws of key shipping jurisdictions. Several possibilities have been envisaged. Some have argued that common law courts can leverage the *lex mercatoria* foundations of BoLs to recognise the blockchain BoL’s digital form and the expected rights and obligations of the shipping industry. This recognition could happen either by courts extending the law and trade usage for paper BoLs *mutatis mutandis* by broadening relevant concepts, such as ‘possession’, to allow for a digital materialisation of paper BoLs or, alternatively, by recognising a new *lex mercatoria* for blockchain BoLs. Both scenarios seem improbable: despite almost 30 years of electronic BoLs, usage of any form of platform remains minimal today, with restrained optimism for exponential growth given the comfort and certainty of paper BoLs. Since the common law test for establishing custom is based on the number of transactions, not the
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78 See e.g. Albrecht (n 52) 268–71; Örrù (n 53) 134.
79 Albrecht (n 52) 274.
length of time of the ‘custom’, there is no current merchant custom that could be relied upon by the courts. Furthermore, the little case law on electronic BoLs globally thus far reveals a general reluctance by courts to view them as functionally equivalent. Whilst the view of courts may change when confronted with blockchain BoLs, given that they better achieve functional equivalence than previous electronic BoLs, there is no guarantee of that outcome. Overall, there is little value for industry participants in bringing an expensive and likely unsuccessful case.

It has also been argued that the trade document laws of some jurisdictions are already sufficiently broad to support the recognition of electronic BoLs, including blockchain BoLs, and the transfer of rights through those mediums. For example, Jake Herd has argued that the definitions of ‘document’ and ‘document of title’ under Australian federal and state legislation have sufficient interpretative scope to encompass blockchain BoLs, particularly as blockchain BoLs come the closest to achieving functional equivalence. However, the broadening of the interpretative scope of pre-existing legislation remains legally uncertain in each jurisdiction until there is an unlikely favourable ruling from an authoritative court.

The more certain and immediate alternative is for legislated change. Some jurisdictions, including the US, Germany, South Korea and Italy, have introduced legislation recognising electronic BoLs and their functional equivalence. In a less extreme alternative, a similar result could arguably be achieved with simple tweaks to the language or interpretation of pre-existing legislation to expand their scope to electronic documents. Broadly, this involves expanding the definition of negotiable ‘bills of lading’ (or other equivalent definitions, such as ‘trade document’) and recognising that the

80 Edelstein v Schuler & Co [1902] 2 KB 144, 154 (J Bingham).
82 Albrecht (n 52) 268, 270.
83 Herd (n 5) 311–14. Regarding Danish law, see Møllmann (n 6) 159–68, 176.
84 For an overview of the legislated changes, see Pejović (n 5) 239–40; Goldby, Electronic Documents in Maritime Trade: Law and Practice (n 40) paras 6.57–6.64; Albrecht (n 52) 271–72. See also Orrù (n 53) 143. For an overview of the legal status of electronic BoLs in 10 key jurisdictions, see generally Clyde & Co (n 82).
85 Goldby, ‘Electronic Bills of Lading and Central Registries’ (n 38) 129.
‘document of title’ function can be executed not just through possession of a paper BoL but also through exclusive control of an electronic BoL. For example, section 1(5) of the Carriage of Goods by Sea Act 1992 (UK), which explicitly recognises the three functions of a paper BoL, allows for regulations to be made that apply the Act to ‘an electronic communications network’ such as a blockchain or other electronic BoL network. However, no such regulations have been implemented since its inception. Nevertheless, it presents an apt example of one way that legislative texts that recognise paper BoLs and the document of title function can be modified or expanded to include electronic BoL equivalents.

Despite the advantages of clarity and certainty, legislative reform has been slow. The speckled legislative amendments alone have been insufficient to support any form of electronic BoL so far. Legislated changes must be far-reaching given the cross-border nature of shipping logistics. Furthermore, without a coordinated effort, there is significant risk that the rights and obligations recognised will vary in each jurisdiction, creating a fractured global legal framework that is difficult and expensive for industry participants to navigate. A more global, uniform development is therefore required.

International law solutions

Global consistency in law is often best achieved through widespread adoption of an international legal instrument. The different types of instruments available differ in the mechanisms relied upon and the types of goals pursued to achieve consistency across multiple domestic jurisdictions. Whereas international conventions impose uniform binding obligations on a state to be implemented in their jurisdiction, other soft law instruments merely nudge and

87 ibid art 1(5).
88 Goldby, ‘Electronic Bills of Lading and Central Registries’ (n 38) 129.
guide the rules and practices of state and industry to a point of harmony. It is therefore essential to use the right instrument and mechanism for the context.90

In the case of electronic transferable records such as blockchain BoLs, that context is extending or adapting existing legal principles developed for the paper BoL to new and evolving technology. They also require greater consistency and certainty in the legal principles as applied to electronic BoLs, such that there is significant uptake from states with little variability across jurisdictions and that industry participants are confident that those principles will be enforced. It is suggested that there are only two international legal instruments that fit these parameters: international conventions and model laws.

a) Unification, International Conventions and the Rotterdam Rules

The most extreme form of cross-jurisdictional consistency via international law is ‘uniformity’. Whilst uniformity’s definition is ambiguous and wide-ranging,91 this article takes it to mean the imposition of an inflexible international obligation to adopt uniform rules.92 This is almost always pursued via an international convention. It should be noted that uniformity via international convention is somewhat of a misnomer: even the most widely adopted conventions are not universally adopted, and adopting states often lodge reservations or declarations regarding their interpretation or application.93 Furthermore, even with interpretation principles and resources, jurisdictional differences in interpretation and application are inevitable. Nevertheless, international conventions provide certainty and predictability in the law for all
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92 Srivastava (n 91) 27–28; Koch (n 89) 18–19.
relevant stakeholders, which facilitate global trade and reduce dispute costs. 94 Unsurprisingly, they were the predominant means of securing global legal uniformity in the 20th century, including in international maritime and transport law. 95

It would at first seem that an international convention would be the preferred instrument for establishing a global legal framework for blockchain (and other electronic) BoLs. Shipping industry participants remain wary of the technology, in part due to the lack of certainty of their legal rights (as will be discussed later), which a widely adopted international convention could easily remedy. Furthermore, international conventions are a familiar tool given the several monolithic international conventions that already regulate the space of international maritime law and trade law, including the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods 96 and the Hague/Hague–Visby Rules. 97

Taking this approach, the best available option is to encourage adoption of the 2008 United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Carriage of Goods Wholly or Partly by Sea (Rotterdam Rules), 98 which was developed in light of concerns that the legal regime regulating the international carriage of goods lacked uniformity and ‘fail[ed] to adequately take into account … the use of electronic transport documents’. 99 With a technologically neutral

94 Srivastava (n 91) 24–26; Bokareva (n 89) 77, 80–81. See also Koch (n 89) 19–20, discussing William Tetley, ‘Uniformity of International Private Maritime Law: The Pros, Cons, and Alternatives to International Conventions; How to Adopt an International Convention’ (2000) 24 Tulane Maritime Law Journal 775, 797–800.
95 Bokareva (n 89) 94, 116; Srivastava (n 89) 36.
definition of ‘negotiable electronic transport record’, the Convention’s broad scope encompasses blockchain BoLs. Most importantly, it provides that mandated requirements for paper BoLs apply to electronic transport records and guarantees the functional equivalence of the issuance, exclusive control, and transfer of an electronic transport record to its paper BoL counterparts. Based on its content, the Rotterdam Rules are therefore an ideal candidate to establish the necessary global legal framework for blockchain BoLs.

The burgeoning problem with the Rotterdam Rules is that it is yet to enter into force 13 years after it was drafted, requiring 15 more ratifications or accessions to reach the required 20. It has likewise attracted little support from major shipping nations. The reasons behind this resistance are varied and specific to the interests of each state (and their locally operating industry participants). Many of the issues are also associated with provisions completely unrelated to the electronic transport document provisions; the Rotterdam Rules were designed to be a comprehensive multimodal transport treaty that would replace the current international convention framework: a framework fragmented by several international conventions, non-uniformly adopted protocols and many reservations and declarations. This seems to be revealing in and of itself: it could be adduced that there is no global appetite to replace the likes of the Hague/Hague–Visby Rules that form part of the current framework. States appear to prefer to give precedence to their own modified implementation of the current rules for the carriage of goods by sea and their sovereignty rather than pursuing a new and totally uniform legal framework.

Despite their best efforts to achieve uniformity, the Rotterdam Rules are unlikely to ever enter into force. To scrap it and begin the lengthy and costly process of drafting a new international convention seems wasteful given the observed preferences of states. Ultimately, the use of an international
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100 Rotterdam Rules (n 98) arts 1(18)–(19).
101 ibid arts 8(a) and 9.
102 ibid art 8(b).
104 See e.g. ‘Positions of Belgium, France, Germany and the United Kingdom’ (Rotterdam Rules, 30 May 2013) <www.rotterdamrules.com/content/positions-belgium-france-germany-and-united-kingdom-0> accessed 1 November 2021.
convention to establish a uniform legal framework for blockchain BoLs (and electronic BoLs generally) is not viable. A different instrument is needed that is sensitive to the different legal systems and preferences of each state but that nevertheless leads to a harmonious global legal framework.

b) Harmonisation, Model Laws and the MLETR

If uniformity is too high and rigid a standard to be achieved for a global legal framework, harmonisation provides a more flexible alternative. Whilst the distinction between unification and harmonisation is not clear-cut,\(^{106}\) this article views harmonisation as the pursuit of a common baseline of laws in a particular legal field across multiple jurisdictions and/or reconciling differences in an area of law between different legal systems.\(^{107}\) This consistency standard can be achieved through a multitude of instrument types including model laws, standards and legislative guides.\(^{108}\) Such instruments are generally not legally binding on any one state and, as such, can be modified as desired or necessary to accommodate the legal system and the political and economic pressures of each adopting jurisdiction.\(^{109}\) Given this, greater input from non-state or non-government actors is possible, and the instruments can be drafted and adopted much quicker than a legislative instrument or treaty.\(^{110}\) Thus, harmonisation is ideal when total uniformity in law is not desired or feasible, as is the case for establishing a legal framework for electronic BoLs. Indeed, it is the flexibility of harmonisation instruments that attracts states to participate and implement the instrument in their own jurisdictions,\(^{111}\) and thus its pursuit has somewhat supplanted the pursuit of unification in the era of modern international law.\(^{112}\)

Of all the instruments of harmonisation, model laws most closely approximate the uniformity of international conventions. Model laws are drafted legislative texts, typically by an international body, that are either recommended to states as ready templates to legislate or as guides to drafting a modified
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\(^{106}\) Bokareva (n 89) 73–77.
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version.\footnote{113} When enacted, they are enforced like any other domestic law. However, as these laws will be based on a model law, enactment by multiple states should nevertheless approximate unification and thus realise the aforementioned benefits of unification. Indeed, whilst model laws are designed with the knowledge that they will be adapted and changed in many jurisdictions, the model law drafters may encourage states to make as few changes as possible to maximise unification.\footnote{114} Model laws are therefore the ideal legal instrument for the establishment of an electronic BoL framework to provide the legal certainty for blockchain BoL platforms worldwide, particularly given the argued need to balance harmony in law with state sovereignty.

An ideal model law that has sufficient breadth to encompass blockchain BoLs is the 2017 United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) Model Law on Electronic Transferable Records (MLETR).\footnote{115} It was created as previous conventions and model laws on electronic commerce did not focus on electronic transferable records,\footnote{116} leading to ‘uncertainties as to the legal value of electronic transferable records’ that present an ‘obstacle to international trade’.\footnote{117} As a technologically neutral legal instrument, its scope also covers blockchain BoLs.

The MLETR addresses the issue of legal recognition of electronic BoLs by declaring that ‘[a]n electronic transferable record shall not be denied legal effect, validity or enforceability on the sole ground that it is in electronic form’.\footnote{118} Reinforcing this, the model law rejects any denial of legal effect, validity or enforceability in one jurisdiction if the electronic transferable record was issued or used in another jurisdiction.\footnote{119} These provisions provide industry participants with the global recognition of electronic BoLs that they have been requesting for over 20 years.

\footnote{113} United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (n 93) para 37; Koch (n 89) 28–29.
\footnote{114} See e.g. United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (n 93) para 38.
\footnote{116} ibid Preamble para 3.
\footnote{118} MLETR (n 115) art 7(1).
\footnote{119} ibid art 19(1).
Outside of the general provisions, the MLETR lays out the technological and practical requirements of electronic transferable record systems to achieve legal recognition of their functional equivalence, all of which blockchain BoLs should satisfy. It first declares that domestic legal requirements of writing and signature are met by an electronic transferable record if the information contained therein is accessible and usable in electronic format and if a ‘reliable method’ to identify a person and their intention is used. These requirements must also be met in order to ensure the endorsement of an electronic record. Blockchain BoLs are designed to contain all the necessary information of a paper BoL, and their system of public and private ‘keys’ used to verify and record persons involved in each transfer of control over a BoL satisfies the signature requirement.

As a technologically neutral legal instrument, the MLETR extends the domestic legal recognition of ‘transferable document or instrument’ to any form of electronic transferable record if they contain the information legally required of the relevant domestic jurisdiction and a reliable method is used:

(1) To identify that electronic record as the electronic transferable record;

(2) To render that electronic record capable of being subject to control from its creation until it ceases to have any effect or validity; and

(3) To retain the integrity of that electronic record.

Blockchain BoLs should easily satisfy these three conditions. Starting with the second condition, the MLETR equates the possession and transfer of a paper BoL to ‘exclusive control’ and transfer of that control, but only if a reliable method is used to achieve that and identify the person in control. As outlined, blockchain BoLs are only accessible by those with the correct public and private keys, of which the latter also identifies the person accessing the BoL, thereby allowing for ‘exclusive control’ throughout the lifespan of each individual blockchain BoL. Identification and integrity can be addressed
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collectively. The MLETR stipulates that the criterion for assessing integrity is that all information contained in the electronic transferable record remains complete and unaltered apart from typical or expected changes caused by communication, storage and display.\textsuperscript{126} What is essential to a blockchain is its immutable ledger system, which allows not only for the identification of each token and all of its transactions but also precludes the tinkering of information; it merely allows for the addition of information regarding each new transaction.

The most challenging obstacle to any blockchain BoL platform is whether it meets the MLETR’s general reliability standard laid out in Article 12. This inexhaustive list of requirements includes the assurance of data integrity, the prevention of unauthorised access to and use of the system, the application of industry standards and the existence of a declaration by an appropriate body as to the reliability of the method, among others. Some of these are technical and administrative requirements that depend on the underlying technology and design of each system. However, other requirements depend on domestic, regional and/or international industry standards. Many such standards are being developed for the first time, creating a shifting ground for blockchain BoL providers. Any uncertainty can be somewhat mitigated if providers actively engage with the drafters of these standards, although uncertainty may remain without an authoritative ruling as to whether a blockchain BoL platform satisfies these standards. This would ideally be addressed with the introduction of a registration, licensing and/or accreditation system.\textsuperscript{127}

For the MLETR to become the legal backbone for blockchain BoLs worldwide, it is imperative that there is a widespread, diverse, and speedy implementation of the model law globally given the cross-border and multi-jurisdictional nature of the international shipping of goods. At the time of writing, six jurisdictions have enacted legislation based on the MLETR: Bahrain, Singapore, which is one of the first jurisdictions to implement legislation based on the MLETR, legislated for such a system: Electronic Transactions (Amendment) Act 2021 (Singapore) s 16O(2).

\textsuperscript{126} ibid art 10(2).
\textsuperscript{127} Singapore, which is one of the first jurisdictions to implement legislation based on the MLETR, legislated for such a system: Electronic Transactions (Amendment) Act 2021 (Singapore) s 16O(2).
Belize, Kiribati, Paraguay, Singapore and the Abu Dhabi Global Market. \(^{128}\) Several other jurisdictions are also considering adopting or are in the process of passing drafted legislation, including Papua New Guinea and Trinidad and Tobago. \(^{129}\) In its short time since its conception, the MLETR is set to become a more successful harmonisation instrument than the Rotterdam Rules. Although the list of adopting states is geographically diverse, the only two prominent shipping states are Singapore, which has one of the busiest ports in the world, and Paraguay, with its Colón port listed as a top 50 shipping container port by volume by the World Shipping Council. \(^{130}\) Establishing the MLETR as a global framework will require the most prominent shipping jurisdictions to adopt MLETR-aligned legislation. This would not only make a legal framework supporting blockchain BoLs applicable to the shipment of goods, but would also provide political and economic incentive for other jurisdictions to adopt the MLETR.

Recent actions by developed economies and key shipping nations to digitalise the BoL, whilst greater than anything seen before, are nevertheless slow and somewhat non-committal. The strongest commitments have come from binding digital economy agreements between Australia and Singapore, \(^{131}\) and between Chile, New Zealand and Singapore. \(^{132}\) The latter agreement
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explicitly commits all three states to ‘endeavour to adopt’ the MLETR. The former merely commits to maintain legal frameworks consistent with the MLETR’s principles and consider the model law when developing new ‘mechanisms’ for electronic transferable records. Whilst the internationally binding treaties are a strong indication of an intention to implement the MLETR, the non-committal language of the provisions and reference to mere compliance with MLETR principles provides scope for those states to adopt legislation that is significantly different in substance to the MLETR or to not pass such legislation at all.

This language is not unique to these treaties. The most prominent actions have been that of the G7+ Digital and Technology Ministers, made up of several of the largest shipping nations by volume, who in 2021 agreed via a non-binding ‘framework’ to adopt legislation ‘compatible with the principles of the MLETR’ and to ‘promote international efforts that facilitate the use of electronic transferable records within the private sector’. They eventually released their ‘roadmap to reform for electronic transferable records’ in December 2021, which outlines broad pathways to resolve issues, such as addressing domestic legal barriers, developing legal solutions, as well as promoting and supporting legal reform internationally. The roadmap is not legally binding and provides only broad goals for addressing these issues,
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without any set timelines or details.\textsuperscript{137} It therefore remains to be seen if the G7+ states will implement MLETR-based legislation in a timely fashion, if at all. Currently, only the UK Law Commission is completing a review of legislative reform for electronic transferable records, including the viability of implementing the MLETR.\textsuperscript{138}

Meanwhile, other prominent shipping nations are yet to take any significant action towards adopting the MLETR, and some have even expressed some hesitation. The most notable example is China, the reluctance of which appears to stem from a preference for a different legal instrument that would extend the document of title function to other transport and multimodal documents, rather than resistance to the principles underlying the MLETR.\textsuperscript{139} Nevertheless, any hesitation or staggered adoption of the MLETR by these states and other key shipping jurisdictions will create, at least initially, a fragmented legal framework that only legally supports electronic BoLs for portions of a multi-leg shipment. This would likely dissuade other states from adopting the MLETR and could undermine what is the best available means of establishing a global framework for the blockchain BoL. It is pivotal that international organisations and other states that have adopted or are considering adopting the MLETR should further encourage key shipping jurisdictions to be leaders in the electronic transferable records space.

With or without the guidance and assistance of G7+ countries, all jurisdictions will face political and/or economic challenges in drafting and implementing MLETR-based legislation. The more influential politicians will need to be convinced that not only the economic benefits to the nation would surmount any obstacles and costs associated with a bill supporting electronic transferable records, but also that these benefits are amplified if the MLETR forms the foundation of the national legal instrument. Then begins the process of engaging with industry stakeholders to receive and adapt their input in

\textsuperscript{138} See Law Commission (UK) (n 136).
drafting the legal instrument. At the same time, the drafted instrument must not significantly stray from the MLETR so as not to undermine the goal of achieving consistency between national laws.\textsuperscript{140} This is a lengthy, costly, and complex process, particularly for smaller nations where the economic case for providing legal support for electronic transferable records is not clear-cut. Especially for such countries, this process necessitates the continued support of the model law drafters, UNCITRAL and other interested international and regional organisations already advocating for MLETR adoption, most notably the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC). Indeed, such support has already proven successful, with Belize and Kiribati recently implementing MLETR-based legislation with support from such organisations.\textsuperscript{141}

There are also implementing costs for both the public and private sector to contend with. Key infrastructure and industry participants such as ports and customs are often owned or run by the state and necessarily require state investment to ensure those facilities are compatible with a blockchain BoL system. This will be particularly challenging for some smaller and developing economies whose infrastructure would require significant expansion or update in order to accommodate the transmitting and processing of blockchain BoLs.\textsuperscript{142} These costs will need to be considered when engaging in the process of implementing the MLETR. Consideration of the extent of private investment post-MLETR implementation is also important; time and resources spent adopting the MLETR will be wasted if the private sector is either unwilling or unable to invest to make their infrastructure and practice blockchain-compatible. For example, there are reports that BoL-interacting foreign organisations that service a significant portion of a market in smaller nations, like some foreign banks, are hesitant to invest in infrastructure and business practices in those nations necessary to process blockchain BoLs until there are sufficient commercial opportunities that make such an investment commercially


\textsuperscript{141} For an explanation of this process with regards to Kiribati’s implementation of MLETR-based legislation, see Luca Castellani, ‘MLETR in Developing Countries: Lessons from the Pacific’ (LinkedIn, 11 October 2021) <https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/mletr-developing-countries-lessons-from-pacific-luca-castellani> accessed 1 November 2021.

viable.\textsuperscript{143} Even if there is a willingness by businesses to adapt, small and medium enterprises may be initially shut out given the sheer expenses of updating their entire infrastructure and business practices.

The obstacles that countries face when adopting the MLETR are not insurmountable, although they will be more challenging for some than others. Nevertheless, at this early stage, there will need to be leadership from some states for the adoption and promotion of the MLETR, particularly states that process a large volume of goods shipments in order to reduce the obstacles and increase the commercial justification for other states to adopt the MLETR.

B) Technological, practical and behavioural obstacles

The failure of past electronic BoLs was in part due to their inability to physically scale the technology and establish a sufficiently vast network of users on any one platform. These same obstacles can impede the success of blockchain BoLs, regardless of their technological superiority. Without achieving the necessary scale, the benefits of blockchain BoLs will not be realised.

To some extent, the reasons for these obstacles relate to the current limitations of the technology. This includes low transaction capacity and insufficient storage capacity. There are also environmental issues: the immense amount of computing power required to operate electronic BoLs and the current proof-of-work blockchain BoLs demands significant energy consumption and partially offsets the environmental gains from moving

\footnote{\textsuperscript{143} Castellani (n 141). This has been corroborated by Raoul Renard from the International Chamber of Commerce.}
transport documents to an electronic medium. This is not just a negative externality but also an issue of public image for the already pollutant-heavy shipping industry, which accounts for almost 3% of all greenhouse gas emissions.

Whilst all these are significant issues that need to be addressed, they are not prohibitive to the establishment of a global blockchain BoL network, particularly given the significant investment and development in this space over the past few years. Rather, the two biggest non-legal obstacles to achieving industry-wide usage of blockchain BoLs are the onboarding of all relevant industry participants and the inability to rectify fragmentation of blockchain platforms without interoperability solutions and standardisation.

**Onboarding**

Achieving the necessary user scale requires in part onboarding a large number and broad range of industry participants: not just shippers, carriers and buyers but also third-party intermediaries, customs brokers, and port and terminal operators, as well as parties from other industries interacting with BoLs, including financial institutions, customs and government agencies and


inland transportation providers.\textsuperscript{146} All such parties have their own pre-existing systems in place and their unique interests that they wish to protect. For example, shippers will want to keep commercially sensitive information secret, and banks providing documentary credit will want the freedom to control and scrutinise the BoL. The fragmented nature of the industry, combined with its technological hesitancy, means that blockchain BoL providers face a difficult task of onboarding industry participants.

\textit{a) Trust in the technology}

As a nascent technology, faith in blockchain BoL systems from all industry participants is essential to their onboarding. However, the industry has generally been reluctant to embrace significant technological changes given the assurance and certainty of the status quo.\textsuperscript{147} General reluctance is likely to be exacerbated by the decentralised, untrustworthy nature of blockchain technology, which requires a complete shift in the thinking and management of industry players from a competitive to a collaborative mindset.\textsuperscript{148} For example, industry participants will be inputting commercially sensitive information into a platform shared by their competitors; even if that information remains private and secure on the blockchain network, the perceived threat of exposure lingers. Onboarding industry participants therefore requires not just overcoming hesitancy but also providing transitional assistance, including assurances as to information security and the willing of a cooperative mindset.

Similarly, many industry players are concerned about system malfunctions and security breaches of blockchain BoL platforms. Blockchain cannot verify the veracity of the inputted data. Thus, any tampering or human error at the data entry stage can undermine the integrity of a BoL blockchain system. Even without input errors, moving BoLs to an electronic medium naturally makes the system prone to outages, corrupted data and related malfunctions. An additional

\textsuperscript{146} For an overview of the fragmented nature of the maritime goods transport industry, see generally Bruce Farthing, \textit{International Shipping: An Introduction to the Policies Politics and Institutions of the Maritime World} (2nd edn, Lloyd’s of London Press 1993).


and more nefarious concern is that, even with its decentralised nature and encryption features, blockchain is not impervious to hacking: a hacker needs to only successfully attack 51% of the nodes to gain control of the network.\textsuperscript{149} There is typically a greater possibility of private blockchains being hacked, given the generally smaller number and higher concentration of the computation power of nodes.\textsuperscript{150} Whilst some public blockchain networks have thousands of nodes,\textsuperscript{151} others are much smaller. Some public blockchains even limit who can become a mining node,\textsuperscript{152} which naturally limits the node count. Furthermore, blockchain node counts can fluctuate widely, making platforms more vulnerable to such attacks when node counts dip.\textsuperscript{153} Unfortunately, some of the finer details of currently available blockchain BoL platforms, including their node count, are not public knowledge; however, particularly in the first few years of any platform’s life span, it would be expected that platforms have lower node counts.


150 Private, or ‘permissioned’, blockchains require approval for a user to join the blockchain network from the managing body. As private blockchains, the systems are generally more efficient, private and tailored. The current blockchain BoL platforms developed by industry participants, such as TradeLens and Global Shipping Business Network, are private blockchains.

151 Public, or ‘permissionless’, blockchains are publicly accessible (typically via an easy-to-use interface), often developed on the Ethereum public blockchain. Given this, such blockchains allow for user anonymity. Current blockchain BoL platforms developed by third-party providers, such as CargoX and Wave BL, are public blockchains.

152 See, for example, the response to the question ‘Can anyone be a miner for WAVE BL blockchain transactions?’ at Wave BL, ‘FAQ’ <https://wavelectronicBoL.com/faq> accessed 1 November 2021.

counts. It should nonetheless be noted that a successful 51% attack is no small feat, particularly on larger public blockchains but even so for smaller node-count networks. Industry participants are privy to all these issues, as they present not only practical concerns but also questions of liability of blockchain BoL platforms.\textsuperscript{154} Even if these concerns are exaggerated by some industry participants, there will be great difficulty for blockchain BoL platforms to overcome these perceptions to onboard them.

Outside of general mistrust, there are three notable industry participants whose treatment of blockchain BoLs are important in and of themselves and for their effect on the attitudes of others.

First, intermediaries such as freight forwarders and NVOCCs have expressed some concern that blockchain will make their roles redundant.\textsuperscript{155} These organisations complete much of the heavy lifting for merchants who do not know how to ship their goods. Much like what travel websites did to travel agents, intermediary shipping organisations are concerned that shippers will become reasonably comfortable with using blockchain platforms, particularly those with a simple and accessible web interface, and therefore no longer require intermediary services.\textsuperscript{156} However, whilst some intermediaries may be pushed out, their concerns fail to account for the incredible difficulty and expense faced by small and medium-sized enterprises and other entities in developing nations, even using web interfaced blockchain BoL platforms, as will be discussed below.\textsuperscript{157} Blockchain providers must work with intermediaries to convince them and ensure that only the substance of their former business model changes. That is, for those enterprises without the funds or technical capabilities to directly access blockchain BoL platforms and integrate it into their own operations, intermediaries can provide that access at a relatively low cost point. Shipping intermediaries have an opportunity to pivot from being a purely logistical intermediary to becoming (also or exclusively) a technology intermediary. This would not only allow intermediaries to remain relevant in the digitalisation of BoLs but would also make blockchain BoLs more accessible, thereby expanding the technology’s reach and contributing to its success.

\textsuperscript{154} Goldby, \textit{Electronic Documents in Maritime Trade: Law and Practice} (n 40) para 11.09.
\textsuperscript{155} See Beck (n 21); Xirinachs (n 69).
\textsuperscript{156} Xirinachs (n 69).
\textsuperscript{157} See below Part III(B)(2)(c).
Second, banks’ hesitancy could impact the flow of trade-related finance. For one, banks remain comfortable with their traditional processes, and several have publicly expressed that they are not persuaded by thoughts of smart contracts automatically triggering payments upon transferring exclusive control of the blockchain BoL.\textsuperscript{158} Indeed, banks in the past have been critical of platforms that prevented them from scrutinising electronic BoLs.\textsuperscript{159} However, banks are increasingly willing to embrace blockchain, as is evidenced by their development of proprietary private blockchain systems for letters of credit.\textsuperscript{160} Nevertheless, banks remain critical of the lack of multi-factor security provisions on blockchain BoL platforms,\textsuperscript{161} although their attitude may soften as the security of blockchain BoL platforms improve and banks become more comfortable and familiar with the offerings. Given the essential role that banks play in providing documentary credit upon presentation and review of the BoL, it is imperative that banks are comfortable in investing in and adopting the blockchain BoL technology.

Third, ports, customs and other government bodies have their own BoL processing methods with little incentive to change.\textsuperscript{162} Given the necessity for the industry to engage those parties, persistent resistance by these parties to the accommodation of blockchain technology will likely stop any chance of it becoming mainstream in the maritime trade industry.\textsuperscript{163} State intervention may be necessary in the form of regulatory changes and funding to facilitate the


\textsuperscript{159} Todd, \textit{Bills of Lading and Bankers’ Documentary Credits} (n 6) 130–31.

\textsuperscript{160} Beck (n 21).


internal processing of blockchain BoLs by those parties.\footnote{Goldby, ‘Electronic Bills of Lading and Central Registries’ (n 38) 134–36.} In addition, blockchain BoL developers should create additional platform features that are of utility to those entities as a means of persuading them to onboard. This may include unifying various data from several sources, providing real-time tracking of shipments and establishing more efficient BoL information communication channels between these entities. Nevertheless, it may be impossible to onboard all such gatekeeping parties. For example, they may lack the resources to not only upgrade or install new infrastructure but also to change internal processes, train employees and educate all users of their services. They too would need sufficient commercial interest to justify the transition to processing blockchain BoLs. For such parties, finding ways for blockchain BoL technology to become interoperable with their technology may be more suitable. Indeed, this may be a suitable intermediate step to encourage them to eventually onboard onto blockchain BoL networks via infrastructure upgrades.

\textit{b) The ‘coopetition paradox’: Trusting competitors and central bodies}

Blockchain is designed to gear participants to move away from a need to trust and coordinate with each other to instead have trust in the system. However, the highly competitive and information-sensitive nature of the shipping industry has prompted wariness from some industry participants that other participants could use blockchain BoL platforms nefariously rather than collaboratively. This is known as the ‘coopetition paradox’, and it is considered by the industry as a major barrier to the success of blockchain BoL systems.\footnote{Simon Valeur, ‘Everyone Believes in Blockchain — But No One Trusts Each Other’ \textit{ShippingWatch} (Copenhagen, 19 January 2019) <https://shippingwatch.com/Services/article11156208.ece> accessed 1 November 2021, discussing Andrew Schmahl and others, ‘Resolving the Blockchain Paradox in Transportation and Logistics’ (\textit{Boston Consulting Group}, 29 January 2019) 8–9 <https://image-src.bcg.com/Images/BCG-Resolving-the-Blockchain-Paradox-in-Transportation-and-Logistic-Jan-2019_tcm9-212394.pdf> accessed 13 February 2022.} The coopetition paradox plays out in two ways.

One concern is that commercially sensitive data will be visible to or easily accessible by competitors, particularly on a public blockchain network, and used to lure away customers.\footnote{Costas Paris, ‘Shipping Blockchain Initiative Gathers Steam’ \textit{The Wall Street Journal} (New York, 2 July 2019) <www.wsj.com/articles/shipping-blockchain-initiative-gathers-steam-11562061601> accessed 1 November 2021.} Similarly, a buyer could cut out a middleman if they
determine, for example, who is the selling vendor.\footnote{Allison (n 22).} Such concerns were prevalent in previous electronic BoL systems.\footnote{See Laryea (n 40) 173–74. But see Albrecht (n 52) 267, discussing United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, ‘The Use of Transport Documents in International Trade’ (n 14) 27 [79].} However, it has been argued that this behaviour is also prevalent with paper BoLs, at least by those handling or processing the BoL, as they can provide the BoL or pass on the information contained to competitors.\footnote{Stefan Kukman, ‘Why the Shipping Industry Should Not Fear Transparency’ (Splash247, 27 January 2020) <https://splash247.com/why-the-shipping-industry-should-not-fear-transparency> accessed 1 November 2021.} Blockchain systems have the capability to hide information from others without the relevant key.\footnote{ibid.} Indeed, who has accessed a blockchain BoL record and when they did so would likely be recorded and thus far more easily determinable, particularly on private blockchain platforms, relative to paper BoLs, which can be photocopied or shared by one of the many (unknown) hands who touch it. Blockchain’s superior security measures relative to paper BoL solutions need to be better emphasised and communicated to the shipping industry to overcome their concerns.

Industry participants are also concerned by the self-interested nature of central bodies on private blockchain networks. The most notable example of a central body is TradeLens, designed and operated by IBM and Maersk. The company was originally structured as a joint venture, with Maersk owning 51% of the company and all of TradeLens’ intellectual property, sparking concerns that the economic benefits would not be shared equally and that Maersk could manipulate the blockchain framework to benefit themselves over other participating liners.\footnote{Andrea Tinianow, ‘How Maersk’s Bad Business Model is Breaking Its Blockchain’ Forbes (New Jersey, 30 October 2018) <www.forbes.com/sites/andreatinianow/2018/10/30/how-maersks-bad-business-model-is-breaking-its-blockchain> accessed 1 November 2021.} After two years of struggling to onboard industry participants, Maersk and IBM responded to feedback that only a neutral platform would be trusted\footnote{Sanne Wass, ‘Maersk and IBM Go Live with Global Blockchain Trade Platform TradeLens’ Global Trade Review (London, 9 August 2018) <www.gtreview.com/news/fintech/maersk-and-ibm-go-live-with-blockchain-supply-chain-platform-tradelens> accessed 1 November 2021.} and moved to a collaboration model, whereby business operations are managed separately and the intellectual property is co-
owned and jointly developed by the two organisations.\textsuperscript{173} This put Maersk on the same terms and conditions as any other network participant. As this shows, any perception of bias from the controlling body of a private blockchain network will be viewed unfavourably by industry participants. Attention to industry sentiment and careful business structure design is required when setting up blockchain BoL in order to reduce onboarding resistance from potential users.

c) Trust in the legal framework

Putting aside concerns with the technology itself and its users, a core trust problem is that all parties dealing with a BoL remain hesitant due to the uncertainty of the legal validity of a blockchain BoL.\textsuperscript{174} This has been a constant problem for all electronic BoLs.\textsuperscript{175} It threatens forming a vicious cycle that can prevent blockchain BoLs becoming anything more than a trial concept: legislators only legislate when there is sufficient evidence of interest from potential users, whilst maritime industry participants remain hesitant to significantly engage with blockchain BoLs without a clear legal framework.\textsuperscript{176} The lack of confidence is further exacerbated as legal standards regarding electronic BoLs differ across jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{177} Industry participants will never feel confident in using the system without clear, uniform legal standards that replicate their rights and obligations when using paper BoLs. This hesitation cycle therefore needs to be broken, potentially by finding some preliminary middle ground that both governments and industry participants feel comfortable to engage.

d) Accessibility


\textsuperscript{174} See Pejović (n 5) 233; Bury (n 44) 237; ibid 128–29, discussing United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, ‘The Use of Transport Documents in International Trade’ (n 14) 27 [79].

\textsuperscript{175} See United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, ‘The Use of Transport Documents in International Trade’ (n 14) 27 [79].

\textsuperscript{176} Goldby, ‘Electronic Bills of Lading and Central Registries’ (n 38) 129–30. See also Pejović (n 5) 238.

\textsuperscript{177} Goldby, ‘Electronic Bills of Lading and Central Registries’ (n 38) 129.
Even if trust issues are resolved, there remains the issue of platform accessibility. Particularly for private blockchains, industry participants will need to integrate and become familiar with yet another technology. Whilst larger companies have the necessary economies of scale to achieve this, small to medium shipping enterprises may not see sufficient value to make that investment.\(^{178}\) This could be circumvented if an intermediary with blockchain capabilities acts either on instruction or as an agent. Furthermore, some public blockchain BoL systems provide a simple web interface, thereby reducing this problem.\(^{179}\) However, there remains the need for education, training and consumer support, and potentially a need to change company management, structure or processes to conform to the technology.\(^{180}\) These again take time, effort and investment that may be intimidating or prohibitive for small and medium-sized shipping enterprises. Such factors have been obstacles in the past to the shipping industry adopting technological change.\(^{181}\)

Similarly, developing countries may not have the infrastructure and support necessary for their industry participants to integrate blockchain BoL systems. In some instances, these enterprises may entirely manually process and transport shipping documentation.\(^{182}\) This is problematic not only when such countries are the starting or final destinations but also, and especially, when they are intermediate destinations; line shippers in particular make tens, if not hundreds, of stops at different ports, interacting with a myriad of industry participants and documents, including the BoL, as evidenced in the IBM–Maersk study.\(^{183}\) A significant amount of investment, education and training
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would be required, perhaps by foreign entities, to ensure that any blockchain network can reach all corners of the globe.\textsuperscript{184}

\textit{Interoperability and standardisation}

Successful onboarding efforts will mean little if the present fragmented nature of the industry is mirrored in blockchain networks. There are currently several blockchain BoL platforms at the development or early commercialisation stage, each built on their own underlying technology. This threatens a modern version of an old problem: different blockchain platforms cannot communicate with each other without additional tools, and thus parties on two different platforms cannot transfer a BoL. Each blockchain system becomes a digital silo that requires its own vast internal network to be of any value.\textsuperscript{185} Whilst larger enterprises will likely have the economies of scale and resources to justify joining multiple networks as a way of circumventing this issue, many smaller industry participants will naturally be unable to enjoy that same luxury. In any case, industry participants needing to access multiple networks defeats the purpose of blockchain BoLs becoming an industry-wide infrastructure for, and a digital replication of, paper BoLs. A multi-network blockchain infrastructure merely recreates the ‘club’ problem and would likely see the technology suffer the same fate as its electronic BoL predecessors.

However, a solution does exist in the form of interoperability tools such as application programming interfaces (APIs), which allow different platforms to communicate with each other.\textsuperscript{186} Creating and utilising such tools establishes a network of networks: blockchain (and non-blockchain) platforms can exchange data, allowing BoLs to be transferred regardless of the different digital platforms utilised by each party.\textsuperscript{187}
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Three forms of interoperability are required for blockchain BoL platforms. First, different blockchain BoL platforms will need to communicate with each other. Second, blockchain BoL platforms will need to communicate with other blockchain platforms used for non-BoL functions, such as banks’ own trade finance blockchain systems. Finally, blockchain BoL platforms will need to communicate with non-blockchain digital systems used by some organisations.

Achieving interoperability is difficult. For one, APIs can be inefficient. APIs need to be developed for each bilateral platform combination, requiring potentially hundreds of APIs. This multiplies the costs, expense and difficulty of developing and using blockchain BoL systems. Furthermore, the two contrasting blockchain models in the international shipping industry present two conflicting motivations regarding interoperability. Developers of niche blockchain BoLs and shipping monitoring solutions generally endorse interoperability. Offering such a niche tool, their blockchain solutions are both technological and economic complements to other niche blockchain tools. As such, industry participants would likely only use them if the blockchain tool can integrate and communicate with these other tools that they are using. On the other hand, developers of multi-functional, modular blockchain platforms are more resistant to supporting interoperability, as their business model is to offer participants of the shipping industry an all-in-one product package.

Interoperability is much more achievable with standardisation in API tools, data format and the language and format of the content in blockchain BoLs. Developing a set of industry-wide standards would minimise the number of interoperable tools required and make their development quicker and easier. This should make blockchain BoL platform integration easier, cheaper and more
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Market forces also may pressure voluntary compliance with standards if enough industry participants adopt standards early, allowing others to realise the benefits of standardisation and perhaps even encourage judicial recognition of blockchain BoLs. This has been evident in the air cargo industry. Electronic air freight waybills (e-AWBs) were standardised by the International Air Transport Association (IATA) in 2010. The adoption rate currently stands at 75%, growing over 6% in the year to May 2021. Such was the uptake that, on 1 January 2019, IATA mandated that e-AWBs become the mandated default contract of carriage for all air cargo shipments on enabled trade lines.

Several standardisation initiatives have already been established. The most notable is the Digital Container Shipping Association (DCSA), formed in 2019 by nine ocean carriers representing 70% of the world’s containerised trade. DCSA has recently published a suite of open-source electronic BoL format, data and process standards, aligned with the United Nations Centre for Trade Facilitation and Electronic Business multimodal transport reference data model. Other initiatives include the Digital Standards Initiative by the ICC, working collaboratively with the DCSA to create open trade standards to facilitate interoperability among blockchain networks and technology.
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platforms,\textsuperscript{199} and OpenShipping.org’s release of open-sources APIs and standards.\textsuperscript{200}

However, whilst some initiatives are working collaboratively, there remains a threat of fragmentation of standards, particularly as each of these initiatives focuses on niche problems within the broader issue of blockchain BoL and electronic BoL standardisation.\textsuperscript{201} Relatedly, given that there is no legal requirement to adhere to any one standard (outside of any organisational membership requirements to adhere to a particular standard), it is possible that not all industry participants will adopt any one standard, let alone the more widely adopted standard(s), particularly if there is a lack of commercial incentive in these early years of blockchain BoLs. Such fragmentation would be more of a setback than a success, as the industry is unlikely to have the confidence to move to blockchain BoL platforms if there cannot be an agreement on standards.

III. THE NEED FOR UNPRECEDENTED COLLABORATION

The obstacles facing blockchain BoLs are clearly numerous, multifaceted, and intertwined. As a result, it is not expected that blockchain BoLs will experience the meteoric rise that others forecast; industry integration will be gradual in speed and breadth, although the bottlenecking and strain on the industry caused by COVID-19 has increased awareness of and urgency for the need for electronic trading solutions. The concern is that the main obstacles to a global blockchain BoL network are addressed too slowly or otherwise in a patchy and uncoordinated manner such that blockchain BoLs cannot be used globally and throughout the entire journey of transported goods. Therefore,
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there is a need for some plan or coordination between all interested stakeholders to best allocate the time and resources in order to expedite the establishment of blockchain BoL as a viable alternative to the paper BoL.

It has been suggested that a structured step-by-step approach to the development and rollout of blockchain platforms would be the best solution. For example, Dale Huang, Chief Technology Officer of COSCO Shipping Lines, has proposed a four-stage approach based on functions: after forming a panel designed to assist coordination and data sharing, the next three stages involve finding blockchain solutions for tracking-and-tracing, insurance and finally payment processes. 202 Similarly, the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe’s paper, ‘A Roadmap towards Paperless Trade’, presents a five-stage strategy rolling out electronic transferable record infrastructure linearly to different stakeholders, expanding to form a global network.203

Such orderly plans do not accord with the self-interested, fragmented yet inter-reliant nature of the maritime trade industry. Each industry participant has their own BoL handling procedures, yet they are reliant on parties before and after for an effective and efficient transfer of the document; any one participant not appropriately integrated into the chain bottlenecks the movement of the BoL. Nor do such plans accord with the cycle of inaction: legislators and regulators refuse to regulate until there is sufficient interest from the industry, whilst industry players remain hesitant to embrace blockchain technology until there is sufficient legal certainty.204

Taking these matters into account, a more appropriate approach requires an ‘all-fronts’ effort: legal, technological, commercial, and behavioural issues must be addressed simultaneously given the interrelated and cyclical nature of these obstacles. Furthermore, there should be a dynamic weighting and direction
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of efforts and resources, organically shifting them between more and less pressing matters, and targeting development in certain jurisdictions and with certain stakeholders as needed. This approach should ensure an efficient allocation of resources such that progress is faster and spread across geography and industry stakeholder types. As a result, industry participants should grow increasingly confident that the blockchain BoL solution is sound. Taking this approach, and drawing on the previously identified obstacles, efforts to resolve the previously discussed issues can be categorised into four ‘fronts’: (1) introducing industry standards; (2) establishing a global legal framework; (3) building the necessary infrastructure; and (4) onboarding industry participants.

Arguably, at this early stage, more efforts should be directed towards the development of a set of universal standards regarding the design, implementation and use of blockchain BoLs. This is not only because these standards are lacking and need to be developed from scratch, but also because such ‘soft law’ instruments can be developed and implemented far quicker than laws, as they do not need to go through a political process. Standards will also establish design and commercial certainty for developers and users alike. Furthermore, they will signal to legislators that there is a clear commercial interest in blockchain BoLs and electronic transferable records, prompting more states to adopt a legal framework to support the technology. Universal standards therefore represent the middle ground that can defeat the hesitancy cycle of governments and industry participants.

There are two areas that standards need to focus on. The first regards issues of interoperability between blockchain BoL platforms as well as with other blockchain and non-blockchain systems for transferring and processing BoLs and other related information. These standards primarily serve a commercial and user-oriented purpose, and therefore development should primarily be led by the private sector. This is already happening, as discussed earlier, with the carrier-backed DCSA and the ICC’s Digital Standards Initiative both working on interoperability solutions. The other standards of importance are those that fall under the general reliability standards required by the MLETR. These will most likely be developed by domestic government agencies of states implementing the MLETR. As argued for the development of technical standards, efforts must be made to ensure that the general reliability standards developed in each state or jurisdiction are as consistent as possible, such that
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there is no additional (possibly prohibitive) expense for blockchain BoL developers and users for ensuring that they satisfy large variations in general reliability standards across the jurisdictions with which they operate. Collaboration and transparency between governments and their relevant agencies is imperative to achieving consistency.

Progress on the legal framework front also has some momentum but may nevertheless lack the impetus needed to encourage other states to adopt MLETR-based legislation. This is particularly so for three reasons. First, with so few states having implemented (or about to implement) the MLETR as domestic law, the incentive for other states to adopt is much lower. The MLETR is only of use if a significant number of states, and particularly the largest shipping states, adopt MLETR-based legislation. Second, the ‘commitments’ made by states regarding the MLETR are somewhat reserved, as discussed earlier, and do not guarantee that those states will implement the MLETR, or at least do so with pace. Finally, as the world hopefully overcomes the COVID-19 pandemic in the coming years, the additional pressures that it has placed on the international cargo industry will ease, at least to some extent, reducing the urgency and incentive to adopt electronic trading solutions and the MLETR.

To overcome these challenges, international organisations and global industry bodies need to put pressure on those states who have expressed any interest or made any commitment to implement the MLETR to ensure that they act. They must also engage with other states and assist them throughout the implementation process, as the ICC has done for Kiribati. Furthermore, local and regional industry participants and representative bodies need to actively express their desire for implementation of a legal framework in their respective jurisdiction. Nevertheless, addressing each state one by one is a daunting, slow and resource-intense approach. Greater attention should therefore be put towards working with regional organisations and unions to establish regional harmonisation. This could be achieved through multilateral treaties, some other non-binding agreement or even general roadmaps, such as the measure to adopt the MLETR in the Pacific Island Forum’s Pacific Regional E-commerce Strategy and Roadmap. A regional commitment would allow for a more
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localised blockchain BoL economy to form, providing the necessary commercial incentive for those regional states to adopt the MLETR. Establishing several such regional economies would further incentivise other states to adopt the MLETR and provide several pillars to grow into a global legal network.

The infrastructure front is one that will require attention from both the public and private sector. Key infrastructure and industry participants such as ports and customs are often owned or run by the state and necessarily require state investments to transition to a blockchain BoL system. This will particularly be a challenge for some smaller and developing economies, who may need to expand or update their infrastructure in order to accommodate the investment in and maintenance of blockchain-specific infrastructure.\textsuperscript{208} These costs will need to be factored when considering implementation of the MLETR: something that international organisations assisting in adoption should facilitate. There may be scope to seek development loans or otherwise establish public-private partnerships in the establishment of this infrastructure. Consideration of the extent of private investment post-MLETR implementation is also important; time and resources will be wasted if the private sector is either unwilling or unable to invest in adopting their own infrastructure and practices to accommodate blockchain BoLs. For example, there are reports that foreign businesses that serve a significant portion of a market that interacts with a BoL in smaller nations, as some banks do, are hesitant to invest in the infrastructure and business practices necessary to process blockchain BoLs until there are sufficient commercial opportunities to make the investment commercially viable.\textsuperscript{209} This is where establishment of a regional legal framework is necessary in order to establish a regional blockchain BoL economy that justifies private investment into infrastructure. Although, in any case, small and medium-sized enterprises will also likely need the financial support of the state to adopt the technology\textsuperscript{210} or, alternatively, rely on shipping intermediaries to invest in the technology themselves and provide blockchain BoL services at a lower cost. Support from public international organisations and not-for-profits will be needed for industry stakeholders operating in places where their local government cannot provide the support required.\textsuperscript{211}
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The final front entails not only establishing industry participant’s trust in the technology and legal framework but also creating a commercially viable environment for industry participants to make the leap to blockchain BoLs. These two elements are interrelated, as commercial viability is, in large, based on having reliable technology and a global framework, whilst both more secure, interoperable technology and growth in the legal framework will only happen as the commercial benefits of blockchain BoL are perceived and realised. Ultimately, confidence in blockchain BoL from private and public sector participants should snowball in light of headway made on the other fronts. Nevertheless, in the meantime, engagement with industry by governments and organisations working on those other fronts must not be neglected. Given the many types of participants that interact with the BoL throughout the whole supply chain, each of their interests must be considered and balanced.

Dealing with each of the four fronts is an overwhelming prospect and, if not executed with sufficient management or coordination, can lead to continued fragmentation of the industry and an imperfect allocation of resources. For example, with several organisations developing interoperability standards, and the possibility that each MLETR-adopting nation will create their own general reliability standards in accordance with Article 12 of the MLETR, there stands the real possibility of competing industry standards and rules that are too difficult for industry participants to decipher and too costly to comply with. There is also the possibility that too many resources and efforts are directed to one of the four fronts to the neglect of others, or that certain geographical areas and stakeholders are paid less attention to than others. Both possibilities would significantly hamper the goal for a harmonised, global blockchain BoL system.

Some form of cooperation, open communication and coordination is needed to address these issues. Given the vast number and breadth of industry participants, industry representative groups, governments, government agencies, regional groups and international organisations that would be involved, the establishment of some sort of organisation that acts on behalf of all such participants is unlikely to be practical. The number and breadth of type of stakeholders means that there is a possibility that no roadmap, pathway or decision could ever be agreed upon. Rather, it is proposed that an alliance is formed between all such stakeholders. The function of such an alliance would be to share updates as to the progress of each of the four fronts and identify how efforts can be best managed to avoid duplication of efforts, conflicts or other issues that would undermine the formation of a global and harmonised blockchain BoL network. The coordination of efforts and uniformity or
consistency in laws, standards and practices would be pursued not through mandates but through forum discussion, roadmaps and publications, and other assistance. This is effectively an extrapolation of the intergovernmental forums or international organisation working groups to involve both public and private participants. Such a project would likely need to be spearheaded by those international organisations already heavily engaged in assisting with the development of blockchain BoLs and electronic transferable records, such as UNCITRAL and the ICC.

To the author’s knowledge, nothing like this has been attempted in other areas, and certainly not at this scale, to most likely due to the prodigious logistical difficulties of arranging meetings with hundreds of potential stakeholders, as well as the costs involved. However, the beginnings of such a proposed alliance seem to be forming under the auspices of the ICC. Their Digital Standards Initiative is primarily focused on establishing uniformity in digital standards for electronic transferable instruments that are accessible and usable by all industry players, and advocating the adoption of the MLETR. The initiative is governed by an international Governing Board comprising members from the ICC, Asian Development Bank and the World Trade Organization. In August 2021, it added an Industry Advisory Board with cross-regional and cross-industry representation. Finally, the Digital Standards Initiative most recently launched a Legal Reform Advisory Board to support the legal harmonisation efforts of the initiative. It comprises 30 leaders from around the world, including members from the Asian Development Bank, Bankers’ Association for Finance and Trade, the Commonwealth, ICC France, ICC Germany, ICC Mexico, the International Trade and Forfaiting Association and UNCITRAL. The Legal Reform Advisory Board aims to keep the G7+ to their electronic transferable record commitments made in 2021, as well as work with the EU, the Commonwealth, the African Union, individual governments and the World Trade Organization to facilitate domestic laws implemented and
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aligned with the MLETR. These advisory boards are said to work together, as well as with the Governing Board and the wider initiative, to achieve their goals.

The Digital Standards Initiative, along with the individual work of the ICC, covers the first and second fronts (and henceforth will contribute to the achievement of the fourth front). Nevertheless, it falls short of the comprehensive alliance proposed in at least two ways. First, whilst somewhat global in its reach, and impressively so given its short existence, participation in the Digital Standards Initiative is still somewhat limited and concentrated to Asian participants, noting that the Singapore Government and the Asian Development Bank were the founding members of the Digital Standards Initiative. However, the organisation is built with a global mindset and with expectations to increase participation by governments, international organisations and industry participants. For example, the Legal Reform Advisory Board already has 30 members from around the world, with an expectation to have ‘upwards of 100 countries’ join the board by 2023. Second, and more critically, the Digital Standards Initiative does not appear to have an emphasis on resource allocation and assistance in the development and installation or upgrade of infrastructure, at least formally. That is, the third front regarding having the necessary infrastructure to support the exchange of blockchain BoLs throughout the global supply chain is not formally addressed as a mandate. If the ICC’s Digital Standards Initiative is to evolve into the coordinating body that addresses all such fronts, it will need to find a way to inform all interested parties about how to allocate efforts and resources to ensure that a blockchain BoL network is truly global and connected to all parts of the supply chain. Ideally, it would also assist public and private organisations to seek funds or otherwise provide them with funds to upgrade or install the necessary infrastructure. This would also assist in the achievement of the other fronts: assisted investments should ensure that the standards advocated by the initiative are implemented, prompt governments to adopt MLETR-based legislation as organisations operating in their jurisdiction increasingly engage with blockchain BoLs, and overall make industry participants more comfortable to take the significant step to move away from paper BoLs to blockchain BoLs.
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CONCLUSION

For all its faults, the paper BoL has remained a central part of maritime trade for centuries. In many respects, this reflects just how highly industry participants value the document and its functions. However, it also reflects the fact that there has never been a viable alternative that overcomes the paper BoL’s issues. The electronic BoL solutions developed over the past three decades showed promise, but an inability to adequately reproduce the BoL’s function as a negotiable document of title, amongst other issues, ultimately saw their demise. The blockchain BoL represents the first technology to achieve functional equivalence at a practical level.

Nevertheless, blockchain is no perfect technology. To achieve the scale and network necessary to make the technology viable in the maritime shipping industry, blockchain BoL providers must onboard all industry participants types from all corners of the world, no matter how large or small, by assisting them to overcome their anxieties and accessibility issues. Furthermore, fragmentation of blockchain networks, given the lack of interoperability, mirrors the devastating ‘club’ problem of former electronic BoLs. The industry must ensure that blockchain platforms are interoperable, ideally by developing uniform, global standards.

Efforts have already begun to address these issues. However, those efforts too risk turning into a fragmented mess. Industry participants must overcome their habitual tendencies to act only in their interest and begin working collaboratively to implement a global and dynamic strategy to ensure that a uniform, interconnected network for blockchain BoLs is implemented globally.